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21, 2006, I did this to my Indian husband and his friend one night. It wasn't what I expected. There was no taste at all. it was very tasteless Indian food not assumed tasteless /03/15/2006 First of all this is not korma. It said it's a pretty good tomato-based Indian dish that's very much like an Indian tomato chicken recipe on this site. (By comparison, this dish is quicker to prepare and
works better with rice. (The second recipe works better with whole chicken breasts and without rice, since it does not have enough sauce for proper consistency to go over rice in addition to chicken; this one does.) Also, this recipe is less healthy (but still quite healthy.) 13.7.2004 This was quite easy and tasty. I did it with a friend. neither of us had ever made Indian food before, but
it turned out well (we just forgot to add parsley). It was unlike any other korma I've ever had because of the tomato sauce, but it was an intersting addition. The dish could be improved by allowing the chicken to marinate in the sauce for a few hours before serving. 12.6.2007 Tastes good, but the spices must be doubled. Indian food is also never decorated with parsley. Coriander
leaves, i.e. coriander, are used. 27.6.2006 Due to the reviewer's comments, I decided to prepare the dish differently to absorb more flavor. I hatched according to the instructions and cut the chicken into 2 cubes and added tomato sauce to the crockpot. I also changed a few spices using curry instead of cumin and carnation. After 3 hours at the crockpot, I added diced potatoes of
green pea carrots and buttermilk and let it warm up for 20 minutes. There was a kick in this plate! The chicken was also very delicate and good. Now I know I'm not that liberal with spices. I used light sour cream and it softened the hot container perfectly. I like that low-fat buttermilk is a healthier alternative to coconut milk. Thank you for the recipe and reviews! 03/05/2007 Genuine
korma or not, I thought this was delicious! I wasn't sure if I should leave the whole spices in the oil during the entire cooking time or take them off before adding the onion. But I left them all the time taking them out just before serving. And my plate got a kick! I doubled everything in the recipe except chicken because I like sour foods. I served this with steamed broccoli and it was
delicious! I brought it to lunch today, and I can't wait to heat it up. I've never cooked with buttermilk before, but now it's definitely my favorite! Thanks for the sharin! 11.10.2009 This korma recipe is not tasty at all! It doesn't do justice to the chicken coin. Pakistani food is full of more flavor and you can taste chicken spices as you literally marinate If you like this recipe and want to
add a pinch of spice, add curry powder (lal mich) and you should get like a tasteless one. 15.3.2005 My korma became great, except that I had to add almost twice the recommended spices. It could only be to my taste... I agree that marinating or boiling for longer improves the taste 12/08/2004 This is a favourite! I like doing it to my vegetarians. nichole williams fishward
baskerville_gal Jimmyleon Mark P Gilda George sudesh Ridda Cenzmann Easy, creamy chicken enchilada casser. Slow cooking gently melts together the flavors of chicken thigh meat, chicken soup cream, sour cream and green chiles. My husband and my 4-year-old son love this recipe. We eat it at least twice a month. This dish is great on orzo pasta with steamed broccoli or
asparagsa. This is a wonderful main course and is worth a try. Serve with rice and cooked vegetables for a whole meal. A word of warning: it's not diet-friendly When you don't have time to make your soup completely out of nothing, this is a very easy, very good substitute. This is an easy slow cooker recipe that cooks while you're at work! It's lovely on a cold, snowy day. I have
four kids who are picky eaters, and they love this! Enjoy! I grew up with this recipe, my grandmother got it from a woman in the church with a pot of success a long time ago! He gave it to my mother, and it's always been a family favorite. Fast and easy for school nights, and the leftovers are just as good! Of course, you can use less butter on top, my mom and Mamaw always put
on a full stick (must love southern women and their butter!) This Chicken Divan recipe is different. I've improved it! This is the best canadivan - onions do it! I love Bavarian food! And since there is no good German food here (when I lived in San Francisco, my husband and I ate great German/Hungarian restaurants there), I have to do my own... This recipe is insanely simple.
Homemade chicken soup - but you don't have to be sick to earn or enjoy it - that's what you do! Good for the body and the soul! This is the family favorite. I like to wear fried thighs or breasts sprinkled with basil or rosemary. Easy, crunchy and delicious. I usually serve with rice, chicken sauce and vegetables or salad. This is a really good recipe for spicy Indian chicken curry. It's
quite easy to do and tastes really good! This entrée is easy and delicious! It's my husband's favorite! Try using the biggest chicken breasts you can find so you can roll them more easily. Lovely fried chicken recipe that is quick and easy! Using just a few handy ingredients, create a delicious main course that also makes some great leftovers - if there are any! Serve with salad and
pasta or rice for a quick and delicious dinner. Chicken or rotisserie chicken left over the supermarket will help this wonderful ease of making dinner. Convenience. vegetables give this a special extra taste and are worth the effort. Everybody loves Mom's chicken pie! Serve with green salad. An Italian version of stir-fry, this tasty dish mixes diced, boneless chicken and penne pasta
with red and green peppers, garlic, tomatoes, oregano and basil for an easy weekday dinner. Tasty, fast, chicken thighs, juicy meat and crispy skin; you will love this chicken ready for the table in less than 30 minutes! I love the buttermilk buttermilk provided by buttermilk. After soaking the buttermilk, weed the chicken pieces in seasoned flour and fry them in hot oil until crisp and
cooked. This is my family's recipe for Chicken Katsu - Japanese-style fried chicken. Can also be used for Tonkatsu soup, use only pork chops instead of chicken. Serve with white rice and tonkatsu sauce. My version of this classic Thai dish has a wonderful taste even with plain basil instead of Thai or holy basil. The sauce actually acts like glaze when the chicken mixture ripens
over high heat. The recipe works best if you chop or grind your own chicken and all the ingredients are prepared before cooking. Delicious, classic chicken coin - lightly coated chicken breasts stewed with Marsala wine and mushrooms. Easy and ideal for fast, everyday entrée and service to the company. © the boredom of con poulos ban birds with these innovative and delicious
chicken dishes. 1/13 Uncle Boon's Thai Roast Chicken At Uncle Boon's in Manhattan chef Matt Danzer cooks chickens in a giant rotisserie oven, but the birds are equally delicious roasted on a home oven rack. Here's what makes them so good: They're salted, then rubbed with a combination of coconut cream and kaffir lime before roasting, which produces golden, cracked skin.
Recipe: Uncle Boon's Thai Roast Chicken 2/13 The Ultimate Southern Fried Chicken This fried chicken from chef Shaun Doty of Bantam + Biddy in Atlanta is a non-failed, non-fussy version of a classic fried chicken with a completely crispy spiced crust (the trick is corn starch) and juicy meat. Recipe: Ultimate Southern Fried Chicken 3 of 13 Panko-Crusted Chicken Tenders
kohlrabi Slaw 4/13 Nashville Hot and Crispy Chicken Sandwiches The chicken in this delightful sandwich is salted with spicy dill cucumber juice, then fried and tossed with schmaltz (chicken fat) and Korean chile powder. In Leghorn, Chicago, chef Jared Van Camp prepares his own pickles, but he suggests using Tabasco dill cucumbers as an easy substitute. Recipe: Nashville
Hot and Crispy Chicken Sandwiches 6 of 13 Easiest Chicken Tacos Easy and Fast, these tacos are great for a weekday evening dinner. Adding jalapeño to chicken gives it unexpected heat. Recipe: The easiest chicken tacos out of 7 13 crispy chicken croquets Mashed potatoes and chicken make a fantastic steak, especially when baked and fried Sharp. Recipe: Crispy chicken
croquets 8/13 Chicken Panin with spinach and Pesto 9 with 13 chicken hashish with eggs Using left over chicken with hashish with green pepper, onion and jalapeños makes a nice, hearty breakfast. A pinch of hot sauce is delicious here. Recipe: Chicken hash with eggs from 10 of the 13 Blue Ribbon grill chicken cheeseburgers as the best-selling dish in New York's Blue Ribbon
restaurants, owners Eric and Bruce Bromberg recently opened Bromberg Bros. Blue Ribbon Fried Chicken. There's a knockout chicken burger on the menu: We'll put a chicken burger against your beef burger any day, they say. Recipe: Blue Ribbon Barbecue Chicken Cheeseburgers 11 of 13 Coq au Riesling This creamy take coq au vin, chicken is stewed with dry Riesling and
silky rich crème fraîche mixed at the end, making it particularly decadent. Recipe: Coq au Riesling 12 /13 Oodi Zunille Roast chicken with Fennel Panzanella When Suzanne Goin makes this tribute to the legendary chicken at zuni café in San Francisco, she confits the whole chicken in duck fat. For this simplified version, he brushes the bird with duck fat before roasting. Recipe:
Oodi Zunille Roast chicken fennel with Panzanella Panzanella
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